Leading Manufacturer &
Company

Get Quality Standard Certi cations with ease by using Softwin's workstation.
At a Glance:
Leading Manufacturing Industry want to implement Quality standard ISO/TS 16949, intending not only on document but
actually in day to day activity it should be implement without duplication of work as well without any parallel/ dual system, i.e.
a single integrated high-performance ERP system, should be capable to give all the results require by Quality standard inline
with all the Department of organization.
Multi-site users should access accurate real-time data anytime from anywhere, avoid redundant data entry, and achieve other
eﬃciencies and analyze the data.
Measurable performance results include a complete audit of ISO/ TS 16949 based on Workstation where all the records and
trends are shown by workstation only.
Quality system (ISO TS 16949) integration by Softwin team takes organization & shop ﬂoor communication to a whole new
level.
Like many other manufacturers that introduced some of the ﬁrst Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems years ago,
Leading Manufacturer faced a dilemma. Its outdated DOS-based system needed another upgrade, and management had to
decide whether it was worth the investment to throw more money at a system that was far less than state-of-the-art.
After a thorough evaluation, Leading Manufacturer selected ERP to replace the legacy system. The team selected
Workstation for its leading-edge support and comprehensive capabilities of ERP, production & manufacturing execution
systems, quality management, ISO/TS 16949 system, shop ﬂoor integration, and much more.
Also, because Workstation is delivered by complete customized project model, Leading Manufacturer avoids the adoption of
other system. With Workstation, all the requirements are incorporated as a project Enhancements are made to the software
on a regular basis at no additional cost.

Workstation is the only true ERP which ful ll all the requirement of the
organization inline Quality Standard - as in 'enterprise-wide' - solution.
Integrated System Replaces a Dozen Databases
ERP seamlessly integrates data from every aspect of Leading Manufacturer’s operations, enabling the company to eﬀectively
and eﬃciently manage ﬁnancials, bills of material, purchasing, receiving, inventory, manufacturing, quality, planning and
scheduling, dispatch, engineering change tracking, subcontracting, document control, production management, human
resources, onetime eﬃciency and analysis trends , and more. System users from all of Leading Manufacturer’s departments
and facilities access accurate, real-time data and pull reports anytime, from anywhere.
ERP replaced Leading Manufacturer’s antiquated ERP system as well as number of MS-Excel and MS-Word document ﬁles that
hadn’t even talked with each other before, and it eliminated the need for management to track and update a lot of redundant

data.
“We’ve discovered that Workstation is the only true ERP - as in ‘enterprise-wide’ - solution,” noted Leading Manufacturer’s
Director Operations. “Everybody and their brother oﬀer ﬁnancials, but Workstation is the only system that encompasses
everything, including areas that we didn’t even have systems for but tracked through manual spreadsheets during audits.”
Quality system Integration is a Game Changer
Thanks to Workstation Systems; all of Leading Manufacturer’s department and processes integrated that enable seamless,
real-time communication through ERP. “This integration in Workstation Plotter tool enables the system to manage large
volumes of data and provide detailed shop-ﬂoor information with graphical representation,” said MR of the organization.
“Leading Manufacturer’s operators have everything they need to meet their rigorous quality standards, all right at their
ﬁngertips.”
“Integrating Quality System with Workstation allows all of our process to communicate with each other,” said Director
Operations. “With the ISO integration, we automatically report production at a highly detailed level, increase machine uptime,
and ensure a consistently high-quality part output. It completely changes the way we do business.”
Team@Softwin implemented the ISO integration 100 percent remotely, without any business disruption to Leading
Manufacturer. This allowed them to optimize their time and resources.
Shop Floor Controls Lead to Customer Satisfaction
The keys to Leading Manufacturer’s shop ﬂoor productivity are the quality check sheets that must be completed for every job.
ERP keep available the details on the check sheets, ensuring they are carefully reviewed for each job. For every production;
production entry is must, for every rejection and downtime system keeps checks, and give the real picture of organization’s
production with fact ﬁgure OEE.
Noted, Technical Director , “Leading Manufacturer customers are delighted with this function, as they can review the number
of quality checks and be assured that any part / batch that does not meet quality speciﬁcations will not be shipped.”
The combination of the check sheets and the overall Quality integration lets Leading Manufacturer achieve high levels of
customer satisfaction, and awarded by number of customer for his 0 (Zero) PPM performance
“Our customers are assured that all production data can be tracked, indexed and searched,” said Technical Director, “and
thanks to our Quality system integration, they know we’re doing exactly what we say we will. It’s a highly reliable system, and it
makes them feel conﬁdent in us.”
Eﬃciencies Bring Measurable Improvements
Workstation ERP enables Leading Manufacturer to achieve measurable improvements in operations. “With on-time
inventory tracking, for instance, we reduce raw materials and work-in-process inventory costs, and we’ve improved our
inventory turns by 50 percent,” explained Director Operations. “Our overall productivity has increased, and we are beating the
OEE to which we track our performance, in every single category.”
“Overall, we do the same amount of business we did before the economic downturn, and we’re doing it with half the number
of resources. Workstation is deﬁnitely a big part of that.”

About Workstation :
Workstation is the Manufacturing ERP and could be customized as per customers need, delivering industry-leading ERP and
manufacturing automation to more than 200 companies across industries. Workstation pioneered solutions for the shop
ﬂoor, connecting suppliers, machines, people, systems and customers align to Quality slandered with capabilities that are
easy to conﬁgure, deliver continuous innovation, and reduce IT costs. With insight that starts on the production line,
Workstation helps companies see and understand every aspect of their business Quality system, enabling them to lead in an
ever-changing market.

About Softwin
Softwin Solutions Pvt. Ltd. is a leading international supplier of customized business management software solutions and related products and
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